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BSHAAPEOPLEEDITOR

>editor@bshaa.com

O
ur theme in this journal is to
showcase our Congress which
takes place in May at the East

Midlands Conference Centre, in
Nottingham. There have been many articles
advising you about what is on at conference
this year and I hope you have seen them
and like myself think there is something
for everyone. What I will try to do is share
with you why you should try to attend.

Congress is an important time for all
audiology professionals. Whatever your
discipline, professionals take time for
personal development and to ensure their
skills are the best they can be. This year’s
BSHAA Congress will help deliver and
support that goal. When you attend
Congress you will hear about evidence
based, outcomes focussed topics that
will help us deliver even better patient
centred care.

As well as the important professional
development sessions, the opportunity
to network with colleagues is essential.
Congress gives you that space to do this.

I urge you to consider attending. Once
you have made that decision, pick out the
sessions and the workshops you want to
attend.

A further highlight of our Congress is the
exhibition hall. Why not also set up business
meetings with your key suppliers? Build
time in to your schedule to hear about all
the new innovations from the industry’s
leading manufacturers.

Innovation is an important topic for us all.
To innovate is to move forward. And our
market place is moving forward. If ever we
needed evidence of how we all embrace
innovation you can see this with the newly
released BHAMA Industry statistics.

The table below shows a comparison of
net sales in Q4 2014 v 2015. Please can I
draw your attention to the totals? You
should be able to see a strong growth year
on year of over 7%. This table also
continues the trends of previous quarters
where the growth driver is the RIC
segment.

Editor’s Note

// TREVOR

ANDREWS

Welcome to your pre-Congress

edition of BSHAA PEOPLE

BHAMA Industry Statistics Q4 2014 v Q4 2015. Independently audited.

Q4 2014 Q4 2015

BTE
5653 3897

RIC
36578 41727

ITE
23923 25334

Total 66154 70958
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As you know the Eurotrak 2015 survey,
featured in earlier editions of this journal,
highlighted among other elements that
hearing aids are not only good for
correcting hearing loss, but in fact
contribute to better and more active
lives, better quality of life, and better
overall health.

The main reasons cited for not taking up
hearing aids were given as:

� Embarrassment/stigma – do not want
to be seen using hearing aids

� Sound quality – they do not help with
hearing speech in noisy places

� Battery life/battery drain

I think that within this segment you find
innovation that ensures that the client will
benefit from improved hearing in noise,
with their choice of size and colour. Plus
they will not be inconvenienced by rapid
battery changes.

I hope I have now written enough that I
have persuaded you to book your ticket
for BSHAA Congress 2016. You can do so
using the form in the centre pages or you
can head to the new website.

As ever, there is more in your journal, with
all the articles having interesting links.

Can I ask you to start with our Last Word?
Our contributor shares with us how she
combines high levels of professional
practice using technology to enhance the
practice. Again more innovation!

As you know World Hearing Day has
been but we all can still use innovative
methods to ensure our clients needs are
supported.

You will see reports from our recent
Professional Development days. Thank
you for supporting them. They were well
received and I urge you to look out for
the next dates.

We also welcome two new contributors
to BSHAA People: Rob Shepheard and
Vincent Howard.

I hope you find their articles interesting and
again show our profession developing new
services and support structures for both
prevention and assistance with hearing loss.
Please can I encourage you to also consider
writing an article for BSHAA People. Why not
share your thoughts on what you are doing,
how you are doing, what works and what
does not work. You may also win a prize for
the best article in our writing competition.

Finally please can I thank all contributors
and advertisers. We really appreciate the
support you give to BSHAA People. I hope
to see you at Congress. Please do come
over to the BSHAA stand and share your
thoughts.

Don’t forget to keep in touch with
BSHAA by checking our new wonderful
website, plus our Facebook page or
Twitter feeds.

Enjoy your journal. �

Congress is an important time for all

audiology professionals. Whatever your

discipline, professionals take time for

personal development and to ensure

their skills are the best they can be.

”

“
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// membership

It’s been a long time coming but by
the time you read this I am quietly
confident the Society will have
launched the new website albeit later
than was planned and I’m hoping that
you like it – not just the content but
what its appearance says about
BSHAA in the 21st Century.

So why did it take so long and why
the delays? Planning for the new site
began as long as two years ago when
Council decided the existing site
needed not just a fresh look but to
take advantage of the possibilities
that had opened up in technology
and on the web, since the old one
was built.

It needed to be slicker in both
operation and appearance, easy to
use (for members, the public and, of
course those who administer it) and
more difficult, serve three distinct
audiences.

The Society wanted it to be an
attractive shop window for the hearing
care provided by its members – a
source of unbiased information about
hearing loss and hearing care for the
public, and of course direct them to
those members for help. It had to draw
in other hearing care professionals
who might then be interested in
joining the Society but most of all a
place where members themselves
could find a repository of useful
information to help them in their
business and in their professional
development.

The new site should be the interface

between members and the Society,

a place new members join and then

subsequently manage their membership,

pay subscriptions, book places at

BSHAA events and manage what

appears about them on the newly

named Find an Audiologists tool.

It had to be the place where members

could manage their Continuing

Professional Development, write

their annual plans, record their CPD

activities and prepare documents for

HCPC audits.

And from an administrative point of

view, the new website would be

where membership records were

held and managed.

The first few months of the project

were spent discussing all of these

things – defining what the Council

wanted the new site to be.

Next a website project group led by

President Peter Sydserff set out the

task of drawing up a shortlist of

possible website developers who could

work with us on the project. A number

of potential companies put forward

proposals and presented to the

Group before Senior Internet, based

in Nottingham, were given the job.

Now Senior were able to get on with
the job of interpreting the Society’s
vision and in the following weeks
submitted design proposals which
were finally approved by Council
allowing the build to begin.

Senior did not have a CPD module at
all at this stage so development work
needed to be done on that too.

By early November last year BSHAA’s
core website team had been trained
in the use of the tools used to put
content on the pages and the task of
adding content began and a decision
was made to launch on World
Hearing Day, March 3rd this year.

One of the big tasks of the project
was to transfer all the member data
held on the existing website across
to the new one: all the names,
addresses and contact details for our
1,500 plus member plus their CPD
records AND all the documents they
had uploaded to support their CPD.
This could not be done until the last
minute, because once done, that part
of the old site would have to be
closed off otherwise changes made
after the swop would not be included.

Unfortunately there was a hitch and
it took longer than expected to line
up the existing data with its new
home and March 3rd came and went.
As I write these words we believe
we are about a week away from
going live so that by the time you
read this, www.bshaa.com MK3
should be visible to you.

Please explore and let us have your
views. The Society is offering a
chance to win a £100 in return for
feedback. Have a look at the site,
follow the link to the feedback
survey and we’ll draw the winner
from the names of those who took
part. The closing date is May 12th

(the eve of Congress). �

David Peel explains the trials and tribulations of www.bshaa.comMK 3

and offers members a chance to win a prize for giving feedback.

Review the website

andwin £100



News

Changes to the FCA Rules on Consumer Credit

Many clients require some form of credit when they purchase
their hearing care and BSHAA Members should note that there
have been some changes to the rules relating to this. The Society
doesn’t have the expertise to advise other than to suggest that
Members should seek specialist financial help.

The Financial Conduct Authority has some useful information on
instalment credit agreements on its website (www.the-fca.org.uk).
The page on instalment credit agreements: consumer credit firms

has the following information:

The new legislation states that a credit agreement will be
exempt if it meets all of the following criteria:

� It is repayable by no more than 12 instalments (e.g. monthly),
within no more than 12 months

� It is a borrower-lender-supplier agreement (i.e. it finances the
acquisition of specific goods or services)

� It is for a fixed amount

� It involves no charges or interest (e.g. there can be no admin
fee) or is secured on land

So, members would be acting illegally in offering anything over
12 months without a Credit Licence which is both expensive
and onerous to obtain.

www.the-fca.org.uk/instalment-credit-agreements-consumer-credit-firms

Contract Cancellation – the definitive answer

W
hen the Consumer Protection
(Information, Cancellation and
Additional Charges) Regulations

2013 (the Regulations) first became law
BSHAA could not obtain a definitive
answer on whether our members, as
they were healthcare professionals under
the Regulations, were exempt from the
cancellation when they sold hearing aids.
At the time, BSHAA considered that “best
advice” was that the Regulations did apply

when hearing aids were sold

commercially, but if supply was as a

result of an NHS AQP provision then

the cancellation and information

provisions did not apply.

BSHAA has now received a definitive
opinion (below) from Trading Standards
that confirms that BSHAA’s interpretation
was correct, as stated above.

“The guidance on Trading Standards’ Business

Companion website (businesscompanion.info)

states that contracts do not have a right to

cancel if they are medicinal products, or

services that are either dispensed on

prescription, or are available free under an

NHS arrangement. Therefore, hearing aids

provided free by the NHS or on an NHS

prescription are not caught by the

cancellation rights provisions under the

2013 regulations.

However, I can confirm that it is this

Department’s opinion, that where a consumer

is paying privately for a hearing aid and

signs this contract at their home, then the

cancellation rights under the Consumer

Protection (Information, Cancellation and

Additional Charges) Regulations 2013

apply. The consumer should be given 14

days to cancel, starting the day after the

day on which the goods come into the

physical possession of the consumer or the

person that he asks the trader to deliver the

goods to.

If traders do not provide consumers with

information about their right to cancel,

their cancellation period is extended to 14

days, starting the day after the day that the

trader does give them this information. The

longest that this period can be extended to

is 12 months from the day after the normal

cancellation period would have ended.

It is a criminal offence if a trader does not

supply consumers with information on their

right to cancel, if they are entitled to

receive them.”

BSHAA took legal advice at the time it
drafted the template Terms and Conditions
on the BSHAA website. However, TSI
are now able to review these and as they
are the authority that enforces Consumer
Regulations we thought it would be
beneficial to ask for a review. Members
who are looking at redrafting their own
T and Cs might like to wait until after the
results of this TSI review are available.
This does not affect the advice to change
T and Cs now if they are affected by the
above opinion. TSI turn work around
fairly quickly so it should not cause too
much of a delay.

Action for members
Members should remove immediately

any reference in their T and Cs that they
are exempt from the Regulations as a
healthcare professional when selling a
hearing instrument or any other product.
It is suggested a sticker could be used
until your next reprint or delete the term
with a pen.

If the product is custom made or the
dispenser wants to take advantage of the
hygiene provisions, to avoid the cancellation
provisions, they should explain to the
client that they will lose the right to
cancel within 15 days, get them to sign

a consent form and record that they
have done this.

If dispensers already include a money
back trial period that is at least 14 days or
longer and gives the consumer no less
rights than they get under the statutory
provisions then their T and Cs should be
acceptable in this area. If during a visit to
a client in their home a quotation is left
(or sent to them later), allowing them to
decide and enter into a contract when
they are ready to do so, they will be
entering into an ‘on-premises contract’.

This is because this transaction does not
fall within the definition of an ‘off-premises
contract’ unless the client agrees to the
contract immediately after you have left
their home, nor is it a ‘distance contract’.
Consequently businesses selling in these
circumstances only have to provide the
information listed in the guide for
on-premises contracts (rather than the
larger list for off premises contracts) and
do not have to give cancellation rights.
However, if the dispenser’s business uses
this approach they must remember that
they will be entering into off-premises
contracts in those situations when they
do agree a contract at the time that they
visit their customer and agree a contract
there and then.

As always, members should seek their
own legal advice regarding Terms and
Conditions. �
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The Hearing Care Centre based in Suffolk
attracted an audience of over 200 for an event it
held as part of its Tinnitus Week celebrations.

BSHAA Member Karen Finch invited tinnitus
expert Professor David Baguley to speak at a
public meeting about his specialism.

After publicising the event to her clients and in
the local press Karen was overwhelmed by the
demand for tickets… in fact they had to change
the venue to a larger hall and still had a waiting
list of people hoping there would be cancellations.

Professor Baguley, who is Director of Audiology
services at Addenbrookes Hospital, in Cambridge,
is well known throughout the audiology profession
for his research and writings on tinnitus.

His presentation gave the audience a better
understanding about what tinnitus is, how it
affects us and where researchers are at in their
quest to find a solution to the problem. Interest

was so keen that a question and answer session
lasted over an hour.

Karen Finch says she wasn’t at all surprised by
level of interest in the event, because so many
people suffer from the condition.

“As audiologists we see patients day in day out
who come to us about their tinnitus. They
haven’t been able to seek help elsewhere and
are looking for answers”, she said.

“By organising an event like this it allowed
people time to understand the condition, the
whys and wherefores and learn about small
changes they can make to help manage it.”

“We’ve been inundated with lovely comments
and thank you emails from people who attended
the event, who now have a much more positive
way of thinking”. �

// industry // product // people
//
IN
D
U
S
T
R
Y

Ipswich firmmakes
a noise in Tinnitus week
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Starkey Hearing Technologies says it will shortly release its most
advanced hearing solutions to date. Calling its launch, “Made
for Life” there will be a new family of 900sync hearing
instruments – Muse, the next generation of Made for iPhone
hearing aids, Halo 2, and a wireless Invisible-In-the-Canal,
SoundLens Synergy.

Although the main launch event will be in Manchester at the
Midland Hotel there will also be a concert at the world famous
Bridgewater Hall where dispensers will have the opportunity to
hear from hearing aid wearers as to how the new hearing
solutions can process live and streamed, music. �

ReSound’s new Enzo2
GN ReSound has announced the global launch of its new ReSound

ENZO2, which it says brings the benefits of their LiNX2 to people

with severe to profound hearing loss in need of high powered

hearing aids. The instrument was launched in the US last year.

It’s the fourth generation of the company’s proprietary 2.4 GHz

technology, and ReSound says it is the only smart hearing aid for

users needing high power, that offers an exceptional hearing

experience with greater audibility, better speech understanding,

and improved spatial awareness.

ReSound has also introduced new microphones that connect to

all of their smart hearing aids, to further enhance the users sound

experience in the most challenging listening environments for users

of all ages and hearing loss needs. �

News
//
P
R
O
D
U
C
T
S

It’s “Made for life”

A new phone for people with hearing loss, poor
vision, reduced dexterity, dementia, Parkinson’s
and other motor neuron disorders, has been
launched by Amplicomms. The PowerTel 92 has
six interchangeable large picture buttons as well as
a pre-programmable SOS button for emergencies
and three direct dial buttons.

All the user has to do is press the one button to
speak the person whose picture is displayed.

There’s a hands free Speakerphone option too
– useful people with dexterity problems.

For all levels of hearing loss the phone amplifies
calls by up to 40dB making them 100 times louder
than regular calls and, a ring tone is claimed to be
as loud as a pneumatic drill at 90dB’s. It’s compatible
with T Coil hearing aids and has a flashing red light
warning of incoming calls. �

New phone
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Astudent at a Danish university is
asking BSHAA members for help

with his research into the history of
hearing aids.

Anders Dahl Krabbe (pictured left), is
working towards his PhD at the
University of Southern Denmark and is
particularly interested in what advances
in hearing aid technology have meant
for hearing aid users.

He’s on the lookout for archived
material about the shift towards digital
signal processing in the mid 90s and
the introduction of thin tube or
receiver-in-the-canal behind the ear
devices in the mid 2000s.

Writing to BSHAA People Anders says it
would be great if anyone has Wilson’s
group Consumer’s Guide to Hearing

Aids. This title has been published
annually since the 90s and contains
third party reviews of hearing aids and
guides for hearing aid selection.

In addition, he is interested in user
statements, reviews or other kinds of
material that can document how users
responded to thin tube, open fitting
BTE devices in the mid 2000s as well
as fully digital hearing aids in the 90s.

He will be based in London until this
summer, and is willing to meet up with
anyone who can help. His email is
anda@sam.sdu.dk �

Audiologist Alison Mortley, who is on the Sivantos
team, took part in the The Devil Mud Run in

Gloucestershire last month to raise money for Ear Aid
Nepal.

Alison endured an 8km course with over 30 obstacles
and she managed to survive the experience and raise
£773 which included £250 matching from her employer.

The fund raising run was prompted by the Nepalese
government which placed restrictions on a trip Alison
had planned to make with the charity. With a team of
ENT doctors, nurses, anaesthetists and audiologists the
plan was to carry out some voluntary work with Ear
Aid Nepal but this was cancelled at the last minute.

The charity promotes good ear health and treats
hearing disability at regular ear camps in remote
regions of the Country, for those people who have
suffered for many years with treatable or preventable
hearing illnesses. They also provide advice and
medications to those who have no way of getting the
treatments they need and are desperately looking for
a solution. �

// industry // product // people
//
P
E
O
P
L
E Danish student seeks help

Devil Mud Run
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Louise
heads grants
committee
The Ida Institute has appointed
Louise Hickson, PhD, Professor of
Audiology and Co-Director of the
Communication Disability Centre at
the University of Queensland to
chair a newly created Research

Committee. Committee members will review and select grant proposals
for research projects designed to develop knowledge and understanding
of the outcomes and implications of person-centered care for
professionals and patients in hearing care. The first grants under the
new research initiative will coming during the year.

Other members of the Committee are Dr Melanie Ferguson, Research
Lead, at the NIHR Nottingham Hearing Biomedical Research Unit in
Hearing; Sophia Kramer, PhD, University Research Chair, at the EMGO
Institute for Health and Care Research in Amsterdam; Joseph Montano,
EdD, Chief of Audiology and Speech Language Pathology, at New York.

Ida Institute Managing Director Lise Lotte Bundesen says there is an
ongoing need for robust research to develop evidence related to IDA
initiatives and tools and person-centred hearing care. The Institute aims to
promote interest and research in this area and contribute to the
development of a solid evidence base for person-centred care in audiology.

The Institute has set aside USD $30,000 for the research with a
maximum grant of USD $10,000 per project. �

News

A coveted award given in memory of the man who founded the
Scrivens company has been presented to long serving employee
Jeet Saimbi. Jeet is the Professional services and training director,
at Scrivens Opticians and Hearing Care and is based at the
national retailer’s Birmingham head office.

The award is given in memory of the company’s late chairman
– father to present chairman Nicholas Georgevic and director
Mark Georgevic, a former BSHAA President, and recipients are
nominated by colleagues.

At the ceremony where she received the Sasha Georgevic
Award, Jeet was praised for her skills and dedication.

Chairman Nicholas Georgevic said Jeet’s professionalism and
devotion to duty set an incredible example to everyone. She
was always very positive, a terrific team leader and met every
challenge she was given.

“Jeet has led our professional services and training for many
years. She is the architect of the very high clinical standards we

enjoy and which is the bedrock of our reputation with customers.
She is a worthy recipient of this award.” She joined the family-run
business in 1974 and was appointed to the Board in 1996. �

Jeet wins Scrivens top award

Sue Archbold steps down from

the Ear Foundation

The Chief Executive of the charity, the Ear Foundation, is to
retire later this year. Dr Sue Archbold was the teacher-of-the-deaf
of the first child in the UK to have a cochlear implant.

She then helped establish The Ear Foundation to fund the
first paediatric cochlear implants in the UK, and went on to
co-ordinate the Nottingham Paediatric Cochlear Implant
Programme from its inception in 1989 until 2004. There she
developed methods of assessing and monitoring young children
for implantation and a database to manage a cochlear implant
programme.

She has published widely on the education of deaf children and
on outcomes from implantation, and recently received her
doctorate from the University of Nijmegen, cum laude, on the
subject of Deaf Education: changed by cochlear implantation?

Subsequently she became the Foundation’s Chief Executive,
leading its programme of support, information, education and
research to ensure the maximum benefit from the latest
hearing technologies at home, school and work.

The charity provides a bridge between the clinical services
where hearing technologies are fitted, and home, school and
work where they are used in everyday life, to the full benefit
of deaf individuals. It has developed a world-renowned centre
for family support, education and family-centred research,
initially focussing its work on profoundly deaf children with
cochlear implants. Its programme now includes adults and all
hearing technologies. �
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B
SHAA’s annual Congress moves
back to Nottingham this year as
we Celebrate Excellence at
what promises to be a fabulous

event with a series of compelling reasons
for being there – not least the excellent
development programme that’s on offer
which will give delegates a chance to top
up their CPD in time for the summer
audit by the Health and Care Professions
Council.

The trade exhibition is a sell out with
more than 30 companies or organisations
keen to talk to you about their products
and services. What’s more they’ve
donated prizes worth many thousands of
pounds for the VISA Passport competition
which is run in conjunction with the
exhibition.

All this and the chance to network with
old friends, make new ones and enjoy the
President’s reception on Thursday and a
gala dinner on Friday night.

The East Midlands Conference Centre is
once more the venue, ever popular with
delegates who appreciate the excellent
facilities it has to offer. New members
will appreciate the comfortable raked
seating in the modern lecture theatre, the
convenient location of the exhibition next
door and the excellent food provided by
the centre’s catering team.

The Centre is in the beautiful grounds of
Nottingham University and the adjoining
modern Orchard Hotel provides
comfortable rooms at reduced prices for
delegates. Anyone who feels the urge to
be energetic can use the University
sports facilities just over the road.

The President will be hosting a reception
in the Orchard Mezzanine Bar for guests
who are staying overnight on the Thursday.
Delegates who are travelling to Congress on
the opening day can book a hot sandwich
breakfast in the exhibition hall as can those
who are only attending on the Saturday.

The one thing the venue does lack is a
suitable venue for the dinner dance so
we’ve once again booked the ballroom at
the Crowne Plaza Hotel, in the centre of
Nottingham for our annual extravaganza
which has as its theme, “Stars”. No doubt
those who excel at fancy dress will be
able to use their imagination to startle the
rest of the delegates with their creativity.
But remember it isn’t compulsory and
smart casual is acceptable for anyone who
doesn’t want to be in with the chance of
the fancy dress prizes.

There will be one shuttle service from
the Orchard at 7pm to get diners to the
venue and two later in the evening back
to the Orchard: one at 10.30 for the early
birds and one at 12 midnight. (Note these
MUST be booked in advance).

However, if you want to just fall straight
into bed after the dancing has ended you
could stay at the Crowne Plaza instead
because we’ve negotiated special prices
for you there too.

There’ll be a drinks reception at the
Crowne Plaza from 7.30pm and after the
three course meal there’s dancing to the
fabulous Funk Soul Brother Band.

Back to the Celebrating Excellence
agenda and topics include Hearing Loss,

Hearing Aids and Dementia in which Piers
Dawes will reveal the results of two
recent studies; top international speaker
Jason Galster will lead two sessions on
the links between hearing and cognition
and spectral hearing and music.

There’ll be a tinnitus update from Laurence
McKenna and a valuable session on how
audiologists can manage the risks and
safeguard their patients and themselves.

One of the keynote speakers will be
futurologist Dr Peter Cochrane who will
look ahead and describe how it won’t be
the audiologist who decides the future of
hearing care but the scientist in a world
that may be very different from the one
we know and understand now.

Celebrating Excellence

BSHAA Congress

2016

// Congress
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His session will lead nicely to the break-out groups (re-
peated on Saturday) with a theme of maintaining a com-
petitive edge. Delegates can choose between sessions on
Future Technology, coping with patients who won’t face
up to their denial, using social media and the internet to
develop business and a session using CPD to improve busi-
ness and patient care.

On Saturday there will be contributions from Lorraine
Gailey of Hearing Link and Paul Breckell of Action on
Hearing Loss looking at the patient perspective, on how to
capitalise on professional excellence, and how you can
maximise your impact and effectiveness by influencing
changes in behaviour.

“It really is an event not to be missed,” said BSHAA
Presdient Peter Sydserff, who also chairs the Congress
Project Group. “Not only is it one of the last chances you
will have to boost your CPD ahead of the HCPC audit,
it’s a great social occasion too. I know I always look forward
to this opportunity of catching up with people who
sometimes I only see at Congress.

“The exhibition is a sell out this year and I’m amazed at
the value the prizes on offer for the VISA scheme. If you
haven’t yet booked, you really ought to do so quickly.” �

It really is an event not to be missed.

Not only is it one of the last chances you will

have to boost your CPD ahead of the HCPC audit,

it’s a great social occasion too. If you haven’t yet

booked, you really ought to do so quickly.

BSHAA President Peter Sydserff

”

“

Congress delegates could

win a valuable prize
There are prizes worth thousands of pounds in this year’s
VISA Passport prize draw competition at Congress and all
delegates have to do to take part is visit the Exhibition.

Companies taking part in the scheme have donated a wide
range of prizes: at one end of the scale there’s a £40 Marks
and Spencer voucher – at the other a pair of exclusive
Phonak New Venture Technology hearing aids AND a meal
for two at Jamie’s Italian so the winner’s client can really put
them to the test.

Unitron has also donated a pair of its 20 channel hearing aids
with a retail value of over £2,500 and there are four bottles
of champagne, three shopping vouchers, a box of luxury
chocolates, a domiciliary visit case with impression material,
an Amazon Fire TV stick and an Apple watch.

Delegates could also win Hidden Hearing’s prize of a pair
of Sennheiser earphones worth £250, a FitBit Flex, a Dreve
Impression set: Otoform® Xpand Impression Set worth
£100 a pair of Custom-made MI-Performer Pro, multi-driver
In-Ear-Monitors with a free colour option from Minerva
Hearing or Intricon’s prize of Etymotic HF3 Balanced
Armature Earphones with 3-button controller/microphone
with custom sleeves for use with all smartphones including
iPod, iPhone and iPad.

To get their name in the prize draw, all delegates have to do
is visit all the stands listed in the VISA Passport and get the
exhibitor to stamp their card. �

There’s still time to book your

place at the event, and there’s

a booking form on page 23
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T
here’s a fresh call for a national
adult hearing screening
programme and for commissioners

to consider the broader costs of hearing
loss in a new report just published.

Called The Real Cost of Hearing Loss the
document is the work of a team of four
researchers led by Dr Sue Archbold,
Chief Executive of the Ear Foundation
and including public policy, campaigns
and strategy consultant Brian Lamb,
perhaps better known to members for
his work with the Hearing Alliance.

The report reminds readers that hearing
loss affects all aspects of life that depend
on the ability to communicate with
other people.

“Communication defines us and underlies
our ability to function in the world: to
relate to family, friends and partners,
have a job, lead productive lives and
maintain our health and wellbeing
through social connections,” it says, “Yet
we have not been good at understanding
how valuable hearing is to individuals in
society and the costs to our health,
social care and benefit systems of not
addressing hearing loss and deafness.”

In fact in its key recommendations, the
24-page report says it is the cost ofNOT

addressing hearing loss that should be
important when making commissioning
decisions, pointing out that conservative
estimates put the savings at £30 billion
a year if every opportunity is taken to
improve hearing, and provide appropriate
technology such as hearing aids or
implants.

The authors suggest that a single unified
commissioning framework should be
established to ensure that both
commissioners on CCGs and specialist
commissioners have a clear understanding
of the overall impact of hearing loss
and greater awareness of the benefits
of cochlear implantation.

The report calls for increased education
of GPs, audiologists, commissioners and
the general public on the impact of hearing

loss in everyday life, and the potential
benefits of early access to hearing
technology by Public Health England. It
also wants to see the urgent publication
of the promised Action Plan on Hearing
Loss from the Department of Health and
NHS England, combined with a strategy
to address the wider impacts and costs
of hearing loss on the NHS, other
Government programmes and society.

The hidden cost of hearing loss is
clearly spelt out: £26 billion pounds is
attributed to the burden of reduced
quality of life; £4 billion in lost earnings,
£76 million in extra visits to GPs by
people with untreated hearing loss and
£60 million for increased social care.

Recounting the statistics relating to
hearing loss the report observes that
although the current figure is quoted as
10 million people, it is predicted that
this will rise to 14.5 million by 2031.

It says the Global Burden of Disease
study produced in 2008 by the World
Health Organisation ranks hearing loss
as the eighth most important contributor
to years of life lost through disability and
is in the top 20 leading causes of burden
of disease, adding that adult onset
hearing will be in the top ten by 2030
above cataracts and diabetes.

In addition, the UK’s 2012 GP survey
shows that 83% of those with severe
hearing impairment have an additional

long term condition and 33% have more
than two additional long term conditions.
Hearing loss reduces quality of life
across a large number of measures,
increasing social isolation, reducing the
ability to participate in all areas of social
life and contributing to further, consequent
health problems, says the report.

“Hearing loss has been shown to have
a negative impact on overall health and
is associated with an increased use of
health care and greater burden of illness
in older adults even when all other
relevant variables are controlled for.
This includes the risk of more frequent
falls, and associations with a number of
other conditions including diabetes,
stroke and sight loss.”

The authors reveal research that shows
there is also evidence that the
associated stress from hearing loss
makes people far more susceptible to
other illnesses including frequent upper
respiratory infections, mental health
problems especially anxiety, paranoia
and depression.

Older people with hearing loss are more
than twice as likely to develop depression
as their peers without hearing loss, are
also at increased risk of major depression
and there is a growing body of evidence
suggesting a strong association between
all levels of hearing loss and cognitive
decline and dementia.

The document sets out the social costs
paid by people with hearing loss and
outlines its effect on their ability to work
and consequently on their income.

In conclusion the report says it has
demonstrated that hearing loss and
deafness results in significant additional
costs to health, social care and social
benefit systems and incurs lost income
and tax revenues which are not fully
taken into account in commissioning
decisions and health policy.

You can download or read the full report
on the BSHAA website, check out the
Publications section, Other Reports. �

Ear Foundation
report
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PRESIDENT, BSHAA
>president@bshaa.com
>07968570956

// PETER

SYDSERFF

S
pring is upon us and we can now
look forward to better weather,
lighter nights and the inevitability

that it will turn into summer. But before
we get there, let’s reflect on what we’ve
covered this year already.

As a body of hearing healthcare
professionals we can be proud that we
worked hard in 2015 to deliver growth in
the number of hearing aids fitted across
all channels. The NHS grew the number
of hearing aids they purchased in 2015 by
4%* over 2014. Many HCPC registered
BSHAA members contributed to this
growth and we can be proud of that. Also
useful to observe that this bucks the trend
of a minority of clinical commissioning
groups rationing the supply of hearing aids
either by degree of hearing loss or by
offering one hearing aid as a default position,
rather than two.

The ongoing success of NHS hearing aid
provision continues to fuel the independent
sector. Not only through initiatives such
as any qualified provider, but also because
it has consistently been the case that
many clients of hearing aid audiologists
have been patients of NHS audiology first.
This has been a consistent theme over the
years and ever since both types of provision
existed. Think about how many of your
clients spoke to their GP first then took
an NHS pathway before deciding to turn
their attention to improved choice and
accessibility from you. I am actually an

advocate for removing the GP as the
gatekeeper, but that’s another story for a
different day.

An even bigger success story is that we
grew the market for hearing aids purchased
in the UK by the general public by 8%* in
2015 from 2014. A remarkable achievement
at a time when there is uncertainty in the
economy and also having just observed
that there are more hearing aids than
ever being fitted to the population free at
the point of need. I’d love to tell you that
I know exactly why this is but then I guess
I would stand alone. We can only speculate
that there are more hearing impaired
people in the UK than ever before, there
is more effective advertising for hearing
care services and that the service and
products that we provide are getting
better all the time.

What I can tell you is that this growth is
testament to the care delivered by
BSHAA members in their branches, their
centres, their clinics and at home that
builds on the public’s confidence that they
can believe in the advice given on how
best to manage their hearing loss.

So the fight continues to challenge any
and all statements that professionally
managed hearing care does not provide
value for money. We can all play a part
now and in fact I invite you to abandon
the terminologies ‘mild’ or ‘moderate’
from the words that you choose to use

President’s Page

As winter turns to spring,
the President reflects…
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with your clients immediately. These
descriptors only give people permission
to play down the impact of reduced
hearing. Find ways to establish and convey
that you either have a problem with your
hearing, or you don’t. Language is a
powerful tool and will be used against
those who need hearing care if we allow
the opportunity to do so.

So recognising that members have
achieved much through their day to day
work, I also look at the start to 2016 and
remember that as a Society we have also
achieved much. We now have the largest
council ever with greater depth and breadth
in experience than I can remember in my
time of involvement with BSHAA. Sixteen
council members who are in the main
HCPC registered HADs working in a
variety of provider locations geographically
and commercially. The balance between
members who are employed and those who
are self-employed has never been stronger
and we also have council members with
valued NHS experience and also
perspectives from inside hearing aid
manufacturing.

I promised in my last column that I would
update you on the work done to give
BSHAA a sense of identity and a genuine
purpose. I am delighted to report that the
work is now complete and that the words
that now represent your society are as
follows:

We are the British Society of Hearing Aid

Audiologists. We believe in delivering the

highest level of care. We are passionate

about supporting our members to achieve

this. We are the voice of our community and

will always be an advocate for the future of

our profession.

You will see these words again and again
and indeed I take great comfort in having
an elevator pitch that I can repeat when
I’m asked the pertinent questions ‘why
BSHAA?’ or even ‘who are BSHAA?’. You
may find it hard to believe the amount of
times I’ve stumbled when asked this
question by a member of the public, a
colleague from outside of our own society
or indeed a member.

I cannot impress upon you too much
about how important this work is going
forward because it gives us identity, it
gives us a reason for being and ultimately
it gives us a purpose. There are many big
decisions ahead for your council and we
will keep that purpose at the forefront of
our minds when we make those decisions
– does the outcome serve our purpose or
doesn’t it? I told you last issue that I didn’t
have a plan, but I’m getting there and I
absolutely now have a vision for where
this is all going.

In the continued spirit of looking forward,
I take this opportunity to remind you that
the society’s annual Congress is once

again at our preferred venue of the East
Midlands Conference Centre. Whilst we
do like to move Congress around, few
venues match our needs in terms of size,
lecture facility, exhibition space and
accommodation as well as EMCC. Save
the dates: 13th & 14th May 2016. Robin
Williams once said that Spring is nature’s
way of saying ‘let’s party!’ Care to join me
in Nottingham in May?

Unfortunately that doesn’t mean that we can
do it all and we still rely heavily on volunteer
support for the various committees and
working groups that the society manages
to get stuff done. Remember that if this is
something you would like to get involved
in, you know where to find me. �

*Source BHAMA

This growth is testament to the care delivered

by BSHAA members in their branches, their

centres, their clinics and at home that builds

on the public’s confidence that they can

believe in the advice given

”

“
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The CEO says...

Weare the British Society of

Hearing Aid Audiologists…

CEO, BSHAA

>chiefexecutive@bshaa.com

// DAVID

WELBOURN

I
t was a deliberate ploy, that as a group
of Council members gathered in early
January, they organised the meeting

whilst I was heading off for a brief holiday.
The ploy was not to exclude my input. No!
The ploy was for a group of professional
members to meet and mull over what
mattered to them personally about the
Society. What it stood for, and how it
should articulate that message to a new
generation entering the profession. That
way, when I returned from holiday, I
would be in a position to look afresh at
their output with a critical eye. To test it
out, savour the words, reflect on how
those words felt when seen for the first
time. Tease out the boundaries.

As Council met together later in January,
we teased out the words a little further.
We challenged, adapted, rewrote and
refused to make a momentous decision
without giving it further thought. We
wisely chose to avoid describing the camel
as a racehorse designed by a committee,
and a few alternative descriptions were
constructed and put to the vote. A dead
heat! So we rejected the two lower scoring
statements before voting again. The choice
was between subtly different ways of
saying the same things, so not surprisingly,
it was still close, but a clear winner
emerged.

We are the British Society of Hearing Aid

Audiologists. We believe in delivering the

highest level of care. We are passionate

about supporting our members to achieve

this. We are the voice of our community and

will always be an advocate for the future of

our profession.

Lo and behold it was the very first
statement prepared with great care and
dedication by the group who had first met
at the beginning of January.

Why is this important and why has it been
so difficult to get right? Well, if you have
followed my messages over the last year,
you will realise how important it is that
we can be confident about ourselves, so
that we can speak out with assurance and
earn the respect that any profession
dedicates itself to achieving. After all, in
today’s world, respect can no longer be
assumed as part of the territory, it has to
be earned, and it has to be worked at to
be retained.

In the last couple of years, one of the
most influential campaigns run by the
NHS has been the “hello, my name is”
campaign. In this campaign, every patient
encounter begins, “hello, my name is…”
No hiding behind the organisation, no
anonymity, with the very first encounter
designed to build a personal relationship
and begin a process of accountability. It
has been a profound move to overturn the
paternalism and aloofness of the clinical
profession. The campaign was started by
Kate Granger, a terminally ill doctor who
discovered what it feels like when clinicians
appear impersonal and disconnected from
the care as they hide behind their
professional role, instead of building a
personal relationship. Over 400,000
doctors, nurses and other professionals
have pledged their support to this campaign.
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Weare theBritish Society of

Hearing Aid Audiologists.

Maybe not as personal as using individual
names, but nevertheless an immediate
introduction of who we are as a
professional body.

Webelieve in delivering the

highest level of care.

This is not just a mechanistic task for our
members. This is our belief system. A
fundamental tenet of why we exist as a
Society. A belief that we call upon all our
members and fellow professionals to
share and live out as they practise.

Wearepassionate in

supporting ourmembers to

achieve this.

As a professional society, we will put all of
our energy and emotion into helping our
members to act out the consequences of
this belief.

Weare the voice of our

community andwill alwaysbe

anadvocate for the future of

our profession.

Because we are a professional body, we
will put voice to those things that need to
be said, and speak with a collective
authority and a volume where individual
professionals alone cannot hope to be
heard. That voice will speak for our
community, including especially those whom
we serve for whom it is unacceptable to
dismiss the impact of poor hearing as a
mild inconvenience. That voice will
advocate for the future of our profession
– recognising of course that the future of
our profession is unlikely to be a
continuation of the status quo. No.
The future of our profession will need to
adapt and embrace fresh insight about the
cognitive process of hearing, the possibilities
that new technology has to offer, and a
whole new attitude in broader society to
the way individuals choose to look after
their own health and wellbeing.

We are the British Society of Hearing aid

Audiologists. We believe in delivering the

highest level of care. We are passionate

about supporting our members to achieve

this. We are the voice of our community and

will always be an advocate for the future of

our profession.

Yes, this is profound and important. It will
shape the way we see ourselves. It will
shape the way we continue to apply our
energy and find new ways to support our
members. It will justify the issues on which
we speak out with fellow professionals
and opinion formers. It defines who we
are, and gives clarity to our purpose. �

…Webelieve in delivering the highest level of care.

We are passionate about supporting ourmembers to

achieve this. We are the voice of our community andwill

always be an advocate for the future of our profession.
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A
new BSHAA Guidance Booklet on

Record Keeping has but one key
message. If it isn’t written down,

it didn’t happen. The document is the
result of several months’ work by the
Society’s Customer Services Committee
and relies heavily on the experiences
gained over the years the Customer Care
Scheme (CCS) has been in operation.

In the introduction, the Committee
makes clear it believes members should
ignore their advice at their own peril.
Pointing out that although the way
records are kept are a fundamental part
of an audiologist’s professional practice,
it is up to the individual how this is done.

Nevertheless, the Guide is BSHAA’s view
of best practice and it is recommended
that it should not be ignored.

The background to the publication is
that the resolution of many complaints
made to the CCS hinged on who said
what, when, and in the end this came
down to whether or not an accurate and

timely record was kept by the dispenser
of all the important information relevant
to the patient and their prescription.

In fact the Guide, which can be
downloaded from the Society’s new
website (log in and go to Publications/
BSHAA Guidance), is in two parts: the
first setting out basic record keeping
requirements and the second drawing
on experience from actual CCS cases.

“If you are in dispute with a client your
strongest defence is a well written client
record,” it says, adding those words,
“if it’s not written down it did not

happen”.

Basic but vital
We have not focussed on Part One in
this article, as you should already be
recording the information included in
this section of the Guidance as part of
your normal assessment routine. Probably
some of you will say it is stating the
obvious. We however urge you to refresh
yourselves on this part and read the
Guidance on the website. We have also
emphasised that where it is appropriate
and acceptable to the client, every effort
should be made to ensure that the client
is accompanied by a relative, friend or
carer and a record should be made of your
efforts to achieve this and the outcome.
Personal details and case histories should
be taken at an early stage. The Guidance
gives more detail on what BSHAA
considers is best practice.

A reminder also that in accordance with
legislation relating to health records, they
should be kept for at least seven years.

Practical guidance
Part Two of the document deals with
practical advice from actual CCS cases.
There are special considerations when

making domiciliary visits including asking
to have a support person present AND
recording that you did, who the support
person was and whether or not they
participated in the assessment or were
invited to do so. If the client declines, it is
suggested that the client is asked to sign
a note to acknowledge that they were
asked to have a support person present
but were willing to do without one.

Clientsmust be told about the 14-day
cancellation period and they must be
given this in writing, so a record should
be made that this has been done. If you
do not want the 14-day cancellation
period to apply because it is a custom
made product or one that the hygiene
provisions apply, to you must explain to the
client that they will lose this cancellation
period, and get the client to sign a
waiver of their right to this cancellation
period and keep it with the records.

It is suggested that with very elderly
patients, to avoid claims of mental
incapacity, it is a good idea to explain
cancellation rights/trial periods (if
applicable) at the start of the appointment
and ask the client to repeat the information
at the end of the appointment, making a
note that this has been done. If in doubt,
it is suggested that a further appointment
should be made when a colleague can
accompany the dispenser.

During initial consultations full records
should be kept including: details of any
instruments demonstrated, an explanation
of any trial period (if any), details of
financial agreements, and details of
guarantees and aftercare. It is suggested
that dispensers avoid filling in a cheque if
asked by the client. If this is unavoidable
record that the client was insistent and
the reason why they could not do this
themselves.

If it isn’t written down, it didn’t happen

Keeping Records

// publications
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One of the benefits of being a member of
BSHAA is the number of guidance
documents it provides to help HADs do
their job. The first of these was Guidance
on Professional Practice, there’s the Practice

Manual for Hearing Care Assistants, and of
course the Members’ Handbook.

The latest in this series is Guidance on

Excellence in Customer Care which sets
out BSHAA’s view on standards of
customer service. It joins the Society’s
Guidance on Record Keeping which is
reported above.

The Guidance on Excellence in Customer

Care has been published because the
Society believes that it should encourage
members to offer services that are

“efficient, effective, excellent, equitable
and empowering, with the service user
and their family, friends and/or carers
always at the heart of service provision.”

Writing on BSHAA’s new website (where
you can download all the Society’s guidance
booklets – check out Publications) the
Chief Executive sums this up with a
reminder that modern clients expect the
highest level of customer care and would
measure that against their personal
experiences elsewhere. He said BSHAA
encouraged and expected that an HAD
and their staff would work with their
fellow professionals in accordance with
the Guidance in order to provide the best
possible service level for clients.

And he added: “In our 5 years’ experience
of the Customer Care Scheme, the majority
of complaints could have been avoided by
following this guidance.” �

Guidance on
Customer Care

At the fitting appointment, make a
follow up appointment ensuring it is
BEFORE any trial period ends. Record how
the client gets on with the instrument and
particularly note any difficulties and what
help was offered. Record any comments
by the patient as well as explanations of
the cleaning regime and details of any
structured rehabilitation programme.

At the follow up appointment it is
suggested the dispenser records the
following:

• All the issues the client has and what
was done to rectify any problems

• Reasons why any fine tuning was
carried out

• The impression of how the client is
getting on with the instruments

• Any positive things the client advises

• The details of any outcome measures
e.g. COSI, IOIHA, Glasgow

• That the client was reminded when
the trial period will come to an end

• The terms, if replacement instruments
are given instead of a refund, whether
they have another trial period or not

and whether this is in lieu of a refund
and send this to the client in writing
so there is clarity, (subject to it not
affecting their statutory rights)

• If a refund was requested by the client,
the reason why this was not given

The Guide points out that it is also
important to keep full records of any
subsequent appointments especially noting
if the client was wearing their instruments
when they arrived for the appointment.
Periodically record usage time of the aids.
Note why the appointment was requested,
if any trial period is extended (and give
the client written confirmation) and what
was done during the appointment.

It is suggested that pictures taken from an
otoscope are attached to the patient
record, photographs are taken (and kept)
of any hearing aids that are clogged with
wax, including the serial number. Retain
copies of any GP letters.

If unwanted hearing aids are to be donated
to charity it is advisable to record their
serial numbers and keep these and a note
that the client has been asked if they want
to keep the aids as a spare set.

We have included in this article the main
areas that the Guidance covers but
recommend you to read the Guidance to
pick up additional advice.

Commending the Guidance to members,
Chief Executive David Welbourn said “It is
incumbent on all professionals to make a
comprehensive record of all consultations,
including the results of all tests conducted,
linked to the conclusions drawn, how this
has been shared with the customer and the
agreed decisions, advice and subsequent
interventions.

“There is no mystery involved in keeping
comprehensive records of your
consultations – just a systematic and
disciplined application of good practice.
This booklet has been produced to provide
guidance on what constitutes best practice.
It draws on experience gained from
complaints to our Customer Care Scheme,
where it has become clear just how many
complaints are accompanied by poor or
incomplete records. I commend this guide
to you.” �
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Robert Shepheard

CONSULTANTAUDIOLOGIST

ANGLIANHEARING HEALTHCARE

> rs@hearingservices.co.uk

// ROBERT

SHEPHEARD

T
raditionally the profession of the

audiologist is predominantly

reactive; we assess and investigate,

we diagnose or assist in diagnosis, and we

manage or rehabilitate individuals who

present with a range of auditory or

vestibular disorders. We respond to those

who we suspect have acquired various

conditions, and our role could be considered

a curative one.

It is frustrating that many of the people

we see, present with disorders which may

have been completely avoidable. As we

know induced auditory conditions such as

hearing loss and tinnitus as a result of

noise exposure or ototoxicity, are often

unnecessary, yet irreversible. They may

potentially have a huge socio-economic

impact on the life of the individual,

their families, and possibly their work

environment. In the past, general

understanding of the consequences of

excessive exposure to loud or prolonged

sound was limited, however for many

years now, with the support of applicable

health and safety legislation this hazard to

our health has been recognised and, we

would have hoped, prevented. Yet despite

the improvements in regulation, nationally

we continue to see thousands of individuals

who, due to their exposure to loud

sounds, have acquired permanent damage

to their health.

The audiological profession should be part

of the vanguard against this damage to

health, as certainly our expertise and

assistance is required once this permanent

damage has occurred. Many of us supply

hearing protection, some of us also provide

audiometry as part of an occupational

health hearing conservation programme.

However I feel that the continued

prevalence of induced conditions should

be addressed, and those procedures,

equipment and services that have been

used as part of traditional hearing

conservation schemes have not developed

significantly and so, at times could be

considered inadequate. This is why much

of my time has been concerned with

increasing awareness on the subject and

researching improvements in how we

conserve the health of our auditory

system in these environments.

If we consider the rehabilitative care we

provide to those with hearing loss; 30

years ago when I began my role as a

hospital based audiologist, flexibility in the

hearing aid technology we employed then

was limited. The main tool we had to

adjust the performance of the hearing aid

was a screwdriver that could be used to

change high frequency output in a very

crude way. Thankfully technology has

moved on with great acceleration and we

now have access to the digital facilities

that allow us to offer and achieve so much

more to benefit those who seek our help.

We would be shocked if any practice still

provided the old BE11 or BW81 analogue

aids with the screwdriver adjustment

(some of you may be old enough to

remember them).

The Preventative
Audiologist
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TheOrchard Hotel is an eco-friendly buildingwith a

business lounge, 120-cover restaurant, bar area,

outside terrace, gym and fourmeeting rooms.

Alternative hotels are also available in the city.

Grow and improve your business or your

professional practicewith a choice of technology,

practice, audiology andmarketingworkshops

across both days.

The EMCCwas voted themost popular Congress

venue of all time. Superb facilities include auditorium,

exhibition area and breakout rooms all in the same

building. It has excellent road, rail and air links.

A packed 2-day programme features awide range

of diverse and inspirational speakers on topics

such as ageing, hearing loss and dementia, risk

management, hearing andmusic perception,

referable conditions and tinnitus. Watch the

programme develop onwww.bshaa.com

Starting from only £160 the cost includes the

speaker programme,workshops and networking

opportunities. Plus social events so that you can

relax a little too!

4

5

10 excellent reasons to join us at Congress 2016

1

2

3



DISCOUNTS

EARLY

BOOKING

SEE OVER FORDETAILS

ANDBOOKING FORM

Find outwhowon the Student Poster

Competition and view the best entries

and hearwhowon the BSHAA People

Writing Competition too.

On Friday evening, coacheswill be available* to take delegates to the Crowne Plaza Hotel, a

venue popularwith previous Congress delegates.With a drinks reception, prize-giving, top

quality entertainment and a gala dinner, this year’s theme is STARS. Fancy dress is optional,

butwhether sporting, entertainment or extra-terrestrial, why not unleash your inner star.

One of the largest trade exhibitionswith

hands-on demonstrations, competitions and

prizeswith the BSHAAVisa scheme plus

displays of the latest technology.

Freeworking breakfasts* in the exhibition hall,

an official opening event on Fridaymorning, PLUS

buffet lunches, tea and coffee all included for

you throughout Congress.

&STUDENT

Join BSHAA Council for a Thursday evening

pre-Conference drink* at the Orchard Hotel.

7

9

6

8

10 Unleash your inner star!

*Thursday evening drinks, exhibition breakfasts and coach

transport to the partymust be booked in advance.
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When I began as an audiologist the test we used as the earliest

indicator of damaging exposure to noise was the audiogram. As

we all know this is a subjective procedure which measures the

performance of the whole auditory system and relies completely

on the cooperation of the ‘testee’. It does not specifically test the

vulnerable structures of the inner ear which are the first to be

damaged by noise. Although audiometry is a vital test in our

armoury, it is a test that will highlight reduction in thresholds only

after a significant level of irreversible damage has occurred to

those vulnerable structures, and sometimes after the emergence

of tinnitus. Although technology has now moved on, why are we

not shocked that the same test procedure is still being used,

unchanged for decades?

Some 15 years ago I was approached by those responsible for

healthcare in a high profile, noisy activity, to investigate the risk to

the hearing of those performing in that activity, and to research

and advise on the most effective programme that would protect

auditory health.

After demonstrating the huge risk that the measured noise levels

presented, it was clear from my experience that we needed to

improve the health surveillance test in addition to what and how

protection was provided. So by using the advanced clinical

technology available to us we were able to investigate complimenting

audiometry with the use of Otoacoustic Emissions (OAE)

measurement. The OAE test procedure has been hugely beneficial,

and is used primarily in clinics around the world for a screening

test of hearing loss in new-born babies, but this resource,

pioneered by Professor David Kemp offers us potential to be used

for wider applications in addition to neonatal screening. As we

know this robust and reliable test is objective, specifically tests the

function of the vulnerable part of the cochlear damaged by noise,

and will highlight reduced cochlear performance before audiometric

thresholds alter.

Our research was instrumental in developing our thinking that

instead of relying purely on the traditional audiogram with its

limitations, this new technology provided a more effective indicator

of damaging noise exposure before permanent hearing loss developed.

Overseas organisations have also recognised the same limitations

in existing procedures, and the work of like minded people around

the world who have undertaken comprehensive research, means

that these complex procedures have been harnessed and adapted

to address their own draw backs in the non-clinical environment,

and created a format ideal for occupational and recreational hearing

conservation. These benefits have been acknowledged by those

who develop guidance around protection of health at work; The

Health and Safety Executive has now started to study these test

procedures and have recognised that they present the leading

indication of damaging exposure to noise. Last month the first

European Hearing Conservation conference was held where all

these issues were explored and the solutions discussed.

In my opinion the traditional, sometimes fragmented, approach to

hearing conservation is not as effective as we would want it to be.

We must begin to embrace alternative measures, and to quote our

own CEO, David Welbourn, “The pure tone audiogram is NOT

the only game in town.”

“We need to realise that what used to be the best available

solution may now be far from the best, given that the paradigm

has changed.”

Our work has helped us in assessing more advanced technologies

so we may now all offer them as part of a cohesive and efficient

auditory health conservation programme made up of a number of

complimenting elements. Each element being important in the

whole programme achieving its goal in the conservation of our

hearing. This could include risk assessment and profiling, personal

protective equipment provision and verification, health surveillance

test, and what we feel is the most important aspect; education and

motivation, which all affects the behaviour of the individual to fully

embrace and take ownership of their auditory health programme

and better protect their health. Even equipment manufacturers,

have recognised the benefit with this approach and so have

developed instruments and products to work together in this type

of programme. So the approach we are all able to offer becomes

centred on the individual and their health and not the conventional

approach or tick box exercise.
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Our aims are to address the shortfalls of

traditional hearing protection schemes

but also we can develop or create a

greater role for the audiologist, to add

value to an already vital but often

unrecognised medical profession.

This pro-active role may be one that either

existing audiologists may undertake or

that a new position, one differentiated

from the clinical professional, could be

created. This skilled professional would

possess the knowledge to organise,

implement and evaluate a multi-disciplinary

hearing conservation program, focusing

on the safety, health and well being of the

person at risk. They will have the skills to

use state of the art technologies and

improvements in procedures that facilitate

the most effective level of hearing

conservation available. This new approach

to a longstanding health issue offers the

very real opportunity to reduce significantly

the unnecessary damage to our very

precious sense of hearing.

Many of the articles we read in our

various professional publications confirm

what we all recognise, that the provision

of audiological services in both the public

and private sectors is changing. We need

to consider our role in this changing

landscape in order that we may consolidate

our position and secure our future interests.

Preventative audiology offers us the

opportunity to develop that role, to enhance

the outstanding rehabilitative service we

currently provide, and I think most

importantly better conserve the hearing

of those who place their health and

welfare in our hands.

We are all proud of the curative role we

undertake and the service we offer to

those who may be troubled by a hearing

impairment or other condition, and I

suspect many of us would take some

exception were we to be described

purely as suppliers of hearing aids.

Manufacturers do a great job of supplying

hearing aids, however audiologists strive

to provide the best in rehabilitative care

and support to our clients or patients who

are affected by some form of auditory

disorder. We fully assess their condition,

we investigate their lifestyle and needs,

we take a holistic approach to each

individual and to the hearing healthcare

we offer them. Often an element of that

effective care journey will be the utilisation

of appropriate hearing technology, but we

do not just supply hearing aids.

We take pride in our role as audiologists,

and we wish to be recognised as providing

a service that excels in our chosen field of

auditory rehabilitation, therefore I think

we should be equally passionate or

enthusiastic about providing that same

care, skill mix and service when it comes

to protecting or conserving the vitally

precious sense of hearing, and not just

supplying an earplug.

Some of you may have read ‘Action Plan

on Hearing Loss’ recently published by

NHS England. The purpose of this report

is to encourage action and promote change.

Developing strategies for the prevention

of hearing loss and early detection are

clearly highlighted as aims of this report.

In line with this, it is important that we

continue to develop how we provide

measures to conserve the auditory health

of the individual in all the environments

where noise exposure will damage the

auditory system.

So if our clients work in music, motor

sport or industry, any activity where they

need to protect and conserve their

hearing, we need to consider how best

we can help them do that. We would

want our practice to provide the most

effective technology and techniques

available and be recognised for doing so.

There is no hope of improving that

service and advice without changing the

procedures and products we offer.

If you, like us, are interested in developing

the service we offer, and driving forward

those improvements in hearing conservation

then we should be happy to discuss how

we as audiologists can do that together.

Or on the other hand we could carry on

with the current measures; follow

tradition in the hope that something else

will change and suddenly peoples’ hearing

will not be damaged by noise. �

The Preventative Audiologist

... I suspect many of us would

take some exception were we to

be described purely as suppliers

of hearing aids.

”

“
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I
have had a number of conversations
with members about the world
before the advent of the HCPC as the
regulator for Hearing Aid Dispensers.

Those conversations reflect a mixture of
thankfulness that the Hearing Aid Council,
is no longer with us, and the usual rose
tinted view of how much simpler it used
to be. Of course these memories are
shaped by the exorbitant fee associated
with HAC registration – I’m guessing it
would be around £1000 per year by now
after inflation – the punitive hand that was
brought to bear for relatively minor
transgression, but the comfort of knowing
that you knew exactly what was expected
of you. There was absolutely no room for
discretion – the rules were clear, and they
set out what to do, and how to do it. There
was similar rigid clarity about what was
forbidden, precisely where the boundaries
beyond which dragons roamed.

I am too new to the sector to even imagine
what that was like, or to understand how
much of this picture carries the exaggerating
effect of reminiscence, urban myth and
colourful embellishment. But however
much that fading picture has been
retouched to restore some of its image,
it is clear that we are now a million miles
from that regime. Under the HCPC
regulatory regime, instead of the role of
an HAD being prescribed and locked
down, the regulations are built on the
principles that every practitioner is a
professional, abides by all the codes and
values associated with being a professional,
and has a hunger to learn, adapt and
continue to improve throughout their
professional career.

In this new world, the entry into registration
as a professional requires competent
completion of an approved education
programme in which both learning and
practice are tested, in an environment
that seeks to replicate real life experience,
however diluted that is compared with
everyday clinical practice. Thereafter,
unless there is a formal challenge questioning
the fitness to practise, your continuing
demonstration of professional competence
boils down to the requirement that you
demonstrate your commitment to
Continuing Professional Development,
recording a suitable portfolio of learning,
with a 10% chance of being chosen for a
random audit of that portfolio.

For those who switched overnight from
the totalitarian, prescriptive HAC regime
into the permissive HCPC regime, this
freedom is potentially as threatening and
daunting as the old fear of the draconian
excesses. How do I choose what to put in
my CPD? How do I know it is enough?
What happens if there isn’t enough learning
in that activity? What do I need to record
about a particular portfolio item? What
should be the balance between expensive
events, and reading some research
papers? Will this topic qualify at all?

Clearly, the answers to all of these
questions lie with your own choice.
Although “choice” has become a ubiquitous
mantra, there is solid research evidence
to indicate that too much choice often
leads to paralysis so that no decision is
made. CPD is certainly not an area in
which you can afford to put off making
that choice. You need to overcome that
paralysis and fear, be decisive in your

Exercising your

judgement of

what matters

CEO, BSHAA

>chiefexecutive@bshaa.com

// DAVID

WELBOURN

// CPD
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choices and then justify why those choices are right for you. Easier
said than done, especially if you have historically been told precisely
what to do and not learned to make such difficult choices.

Amidst that mine of uncertainty, many professions adopt a simple
points-based system, setting the expectation that the goal of CPD is
to accrue sufficient points in each review period. Points are typically
awarded, based on the relevance of content, and the duration of
the learning experience involved. All those difficult decisions turned
into a simple counting process. Simply “do” enough “stuff” and
you are home and dry! BSHAA followed this pattern with a points
system for relevant events, but it also insisted that retention of
Fellowship of the Society required a minimum number of points to
be garnered from BSHAA organised events.

But this approach to CPD is fundamentally flawed, and although
most of our members would never interpret it this way, this whole
approach reinforces the subliminal message that it is the gathering
of points that is important for CPD. The main reason this is so
flawed, is that CPD points invariably focus on “doing”, whether
this is 6 hours spent at an event, or 2 hours reading, the emphasis
remains on the task. But if CPD is about reinforcing and enhancing
proficiency as a professional, it has to acknowledge that
professionalism is as much about “being” as it is about “doing”.
Professionalism is as much about principles and values and
behaviours, as it is about the knowledge you have and the skills
you are able to apply to tasks.

Some years ago, I was contracted by the Nursing and Midwifery
Council to advise them on a process by which they could prepare
for and introduce revalidation. I soon realised that this touched on
the heart of professionalism. If revalidation is a demonstration of
ongoing fitness to practise as a professional, the starting point has
to lie in an understanding of precisely what differentiates a
“professional” from any other kind of worker or employee. This
was probably the most difficult element of that research project,
because everyone has an instinctive view of what it means to be
professional, but very few can articulate in a clear and meaningful
way. The definition that I finally arrived at is that:

When a professional reaches the limits of training, they must

exercise judgement, based on experience, knowledge, and

peer opinion. Everyone else must stop!

The contrast between this and the old HAC days is quite stark.
When the revised HCPC standards were launched in Manchester
in February, it was very clear from their presentation and from
their direct answer to my question that the standards are intended
to ensure that professionals spend the majority of their time
operating centrally within the clearly understood scope of their
training and experience, but that in special circumstances and with
all the right safeguards, they can and should exercise their
professional judgement to push new boundaries, but in doing so,
they must draw on the whole body of their profession.

In this context, CPD takes on a whole new life. Yes CPD is about
learning new things and feeding that into future practice. Yes it is
about finding the time to reflect on your own practice and adapting
based on the conclusions from your reflection. But it is also about
staying in touch with your profession as a whole and understanding
how new technologies, fresh knowledge and experience are all
converging within a changing context to create new insight and new
approaches. Nowhere is this more clear than in the movement
within audiology to find a new language and fresh classification that
does away with the unhelpful use of terms like “mild” and
“moderate” for something that can be hugely debilitating.

Experience

Professional
development

Training
Career
development

Acquiring skills
& knowledge

Preparing for
new opportunities

Practising applying
skills & knowhow

Refining professional
judgement
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So a portfolio of continuing professional development has to contain
elements that are incredibly personal – drawing on your own self
awareness and reflection of areas in which you need to enhance
your understanding. It also has to contain elements that add to your
skills, and other areas that add to your knowledge. Collectively, it
should contain a combination of reflection and learning that refines
and hones your ability and confidence in exercising professional
judgement. But a conservative view of CPD is at risk of neglecting
that vital characteristic of professional judgement. In order to
exercise that judgement, you must be in touch with the whole mood
music and wisdom of the profession, so your CPD portfolio and
reflection should demonstrate the steps you are taking to stay in
touch with the wider profession in all its dimensions. That means
rubbing shoulders: it adds meaning and value both to networking,
and justifies those water cooler moments at Congress and the like.

The icing in the cake of all this has to be that it is also incumbent on
you as a professional to contribute to the profession. It isn’t enough
to see CPD as embracing those areas where you draw from the
profession. Unless people are contributing into the body of the
profession, then it will soon be exhausted by those drawing on it.
So, as you build your CPD portfolio, at least a part of your
reflection should focus, with suitably humility of course, on the
ways in which you have contributed into the greater good, to the
benefit not only of the profession – after all, a relatively abstract
concept – but also to the benefit of your colleagues and fellow
professionals, and therefore the public, patients, customers and
society whom you are called to serve. �

Exercising your judgement of what matters

(continued)

(CPD) has to acknowledge

that professionalism is as

much about “being” as it is

about “doing”… as much

about principles and values

and behaviours, as it is

about the knowledge you

have and the skills you are

able to apply to tasks.

What does this all mean practically for

my choice of CPD?

You should make sure that your CPD record includes a
portfolio of different activities including a strong balance
between active participation in development events, gaining
new knowledge and acting on your reflection to improve
practice:

• Attendance at development events in which you are
actively participating and sharing ideas with colleagues

• Refreshing your knowledge and understanding from
research papers and industry press

• Refreshing existing or developing new skills through
hands-on practical training events

• Think about what you have seen, read or debated,
identifying what you have learnt and putting some of this
into practice in your clinics

• Write-up some case studies by reviewing your notes from
a selection of your consultations, reflecting on what went
really well and where you might improve: then put the
learning into practice

• Actively seeking feedback from customers and colleagues,
and changing your practice to reinforce the positive
messages whilst addressing areas of suggested improvement

• Sharing your experience through social media blogs or
tweets, commenting on news stories, or publishing in
industry press or research journals

What CPD do I need to retain

Fellowship?

The Society is just about to publish guidance, but as an
initial guide:

• A significant amount of your CPD needs to reflect your
contribution to your profession and to BSHAA itself, not
just what you take out

• Over the three-year period you should attend Congress
two or more times and at least two development days

• You should be demonstrating high levels of proficiency in
some form, e.g. through commitment to research, seeking
certification of enhanced practice, or mentoring/teaching
those at an earlier stage of professional development

”

“
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There’s still time to book your place

at Congress and there’s a booking form

in the centre of this journal.

Theevent for thehearing
careprofession

EAST MIDLANDS CONFERENCE CENTRE, NOTTINGHAM

13|14MAY 2016

•A packed 2-day programme features awide

range of diverse and inspirational speakers.

•A choice of technology, practice, audiology

andmarketingworkshops across both days.

•Cost includes speaker programme,workshops,

networking opportunities and social events.

•Superb facilities in the same building include

auditorium, exhibition area and breakout rooms.

•TheOrchard Hotel next to the venue has a

business lounge, restaurant, bar area,

outside terrace and gym.

• Join BSHAA Council for a Thursday evening

pre-Conference drink at the President’s Reception.

•Freeworking breakfasts, official opening event,

buffet lunches, tea and coffee all included.

•One of the largest trade exhibitionswith hands-on

demonstrations, competitions and prizeswith the

BSHAAVisa scheme.

•The theme for this year’s gala dinner is STARS and

includes a drinks reception, prize-giving and top

quality entertainment.
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Development learning

at Manchester and Stansted

T
he Society held it’s first development event
of the year at two locations on March 4th
and 5th (2016): Manchester Airport Hilton
Hotel and on the Friday and then the

following day at the Radisson Blu, at Stansted Airport.
Delegates didn’t let a surprise wintry spell affect their
enthusiasm and enjoyed a full agenda on the theme of
“Enhancing your hearing care brand”.

Chief Executive, David Welbourn explained that this
was the first of the new-style development events in
which the Society aimed to balance the key areas of
practice – “the best clinical quality, excellent
customer care, and sound business management.”

He went on: “This event focussed on the importance
of brand. Geoff Cooling gave a stark reminder that
you don’t control your brand – you can only shape
and influence it. What really matters is the way others
see you, especially your customers. You need to
ensure that everything you do is totally consistent
with what you want from your brand.”

The whole day was focussed on helping those who
came to reflect on how well their clinical, business
and customer care elements supported the brand
image they wanted to project. �

Top to bottom:

Delegates at the Manchester event included BSHAA

People Editor Trevor Andrews

BSHAA’s Education and Professional Development

Executive Jay Jindal leading a session

Enthusiastic delegates

Council Member Andrew Coulter who with Jay Jindal

organised the event
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W
hen I was Clinic Manager and
Senior Audiologist in the
Kensington branch of a well-

known hearing aid retailer, I took it upon
myself one year to promote Noise Action
Week. I came out from my windowless
clinic room, blinking into the light, and
offered free tea and coffee to passers by
in the hope that they’d stop and chat with
me about noise. There were also balloons
and cakes involved, if I recall.

The first thing to know about being tall,
wearing a long coat, and wandering up and
down Kensington High Street swinging
coffee and hot chocolate, crying, ‘Let’s
talk about noise!’ at the top of my voice,
is that most people do not associate such
a spectacle with Noise Action Week.
Rather, judging by the number of people
who crossed the road to avoid coming
too close, or who locked their chins onto
their throats as they walked past me to
avoid eye contact, the only thing I seemed
to be associating myself with was the idea
of a tall, smiling, over-zealous lunatic,
perhaps promoting Noisy Action Week!

It was only when the first person did
eventually stop and take a (now cold)
coffee from me, and I leaned in to talk to
them about protecting their hearing, that
I realised just how noisy Kensington High
Street is, just how many emergency
vehicles pass by that way, and just how
futile were these efforts of mine to
minimise the impact of this daily onslaught
of noise on our ears.

So, if you’re going to promote Noise
Action Week this year, make sure that, to
adapt the famous advertising phrase, your

medium is part of the message; that you
choose a venue where your message can
be communicated without risk of adding
to the very noise damage that you’re
warning against. And make sure that your
passion isn’t overwhelming: just because
you, like me, might be on a mission to
promote ear education, ear care and
noise protection, doesn’t mean that your
zeal isn’t easily misinterpreted, or so
abrupt as to cause fright!

Oh, and one other little learning from that
experience of mine: don’t offer free coffee
outside a famous high street coffee
establishment, even if it happens to be
next door to your clinic. And what you
really shouldn’t do is go into said coffee
establishment to ask for more milk when
you run out of your own supply… not
unless you want an earful of angry barista!

The following year, I had a little brainstorm
about more effective ways to get the
Noise Action Week message across: this is
where the idea of putting ear defenders
on the heads of all major statues across
the country came from, and especially
atop Nelson’s Column, which would be as
difficult for the authorities to remove as it
would be dangerous and (illegal) to put
them on old Horatio in the first place.

I also considered how much it would cost
to make decibel alarm key rings that flash
when the surrounding noise exceeds safe
levels (I wanted them to beep, but you can
see the irony.) Or a huge, silent disco Flash
Mob in a very noisy place. I guess if I were
thinking about it for this year, I’d try and
get Brian Johnson of AC/DC involved. I
came upwith various other impractical ideas,

MSHAA,MANAGINGDIRECTOR

ANDFOUNDEROFHEAROLOGY

>vincent.howard@hearology.uk

// VINCENT

HOWARD

Noise Action Week

The awareness campaign

that dare not

shout its name
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Read Rob Shepheard’s article in which he speaks of the need to preserve

hearing on page 22 of this edition.

until I came across the most impractical
one of the lot: to make each and every
day of my life a Noise Action Day.

Maybe this was in response to the sense of
futility I felt when trying to address the
issue: me and a few others trying to shout
above the incessant and ever-growing din
(without shouting) but once a year. Or was
it in response to a calling, or sense of duty.
Perhaps it was in response to the frustration
that I felt about the hearing industry focusing
the vast majority of its attention on hearing
aids, which are great of course, but which
are only necessary when it’s already too
late for the wearer to save their hearing.

Whatever the precise reason was, I’m not
exactly sure, but I left my clinic in Kensington.
I left the big company that owned it, and
joined the much smaller world of people
trying to save, not cure, hearing loss.

This is the world of ear care, hearing
protection, clear communication and
giving those cartilage appendages on the
side of our heads the love they deserve,
rather than neglecting them in a way that
we would not dream of doing for our
teeth and eyes.

It’s the world of Hearology. Coming to a
noisy, street corner near you soon! �
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Thursday 7th January

Council members decid
ed at the last council

meeting that it would b
e of great benefit to the

society and its members
if we could be much

clearer on the Society’s
purpose. Right here,

right now it is not easy to succinct
ly capture

what BSHAA is all about in a couple o
f sentences.

New and existing council mem
bers met to

propose what this shou
ld be. After too much

coffee, post it notes and
debate we got there.

Following the first coun
cil meeting of the year

we then had an addition
al three options which

have all been voted upo
n. The first vote was tie

d

and the second one still
is… Watch this space.

15th January
Chief Executive met wi

th Steve Martin who

agreed to give a keynot
e address at the annual

Congress – Steve is one
of the world’s foremost

experts in behavioural ps
ychology and an excellen

t

speaker.

Wednesday 20th January

President and Chief Exe
cutive meet to review

council papers before d
inner with new council

members. An induction
meeting had previously

been carried out to help
new council members

understand the process
of council and their

responsibilities. Dinner
was enjoyable with man

y

shared experiences betw
een new and longer

standing council membe
rs.

Thursday 21st January

First council meeting of
2016 and the biggest

council meeting in the h
istory of the society. Th

e

revision to the Society’s
articles at AGM 2015

meant that it was possib
le to recruit additional

council members to sup
port the work that mus

t

be achieved in the comi
ng months and years.

BSHAA Council is now 16 members plus Chief

Executive, David Welbourn. Much of the da
y

was taken up with follow
ing up on the discovery

meeting held earlier in t
he month.

Monday 25th January

Chief Executive at a me
eting of the Hearing

Alliance provided the op
portunity to explore

progress of the NHS co
mmissioning framework

for audiology and agree
how the Alliance would

be represented and invo
lved in writing the

details of the new framework. Also attend
ed a

meeting with Secretary
of State for Health.

Wednesday 27th January

HCPC employer event in Glasg
ow. Managers of

many professions met a
nd hosted by the HCPC

to listen to updates on p
olicy and research.

A really useful event to he
ar how managing

professionals across diff
ering disciplines can

often carry with it many
of the same issues.

Also interesting to hear
a more detailed view

from the HCPC on how fitness to practice

hearings are managed a
nd how they decide

whether a complaint or
a concern is a fitness to

practice issue.

Monday 1st February

Chief executive met wit
h David Peel to review

the work of Marketing a
nd Communications and

begin to explore how the Society might choos
e

to prepare for David an
d Linda Peel to step

down from their current level of inv
olvement

with the Society.

Taking the voice of BSH
AA

Peter Sydserff, BSHA
A President
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Tuesday 2nd February

Chief Executive attende
d HCPC’s launch of the

new professional standards a
nd took the

opportunity for an infor
mal catch-up with senio

r

members of the HCPC
including both the chair

and registrar. I also follo
wed up the conversatio

n

and received assurance
about the new standards

leaving adequate space
for and encouraging

appropriate exercise of
professional judgement.

This is an area where th
e new standards

threaten to be over-pre
scriptive at first reading

.

Congress committee m
et via teleconference.

Significant concern abou
t the number of delegate

s

signed-up, but very goo
d progress with the

exhibition.

Attended an interesting
meeting with Stephen

Dorrell, former chair of
the Health Select

Committee and again d
iscussed the importance

of the role of profession
als.

Tuesday 9th February

Chief Executive attende
d the working group

responsible for develop
ing the technical conten

t

for adult hearing aspect
s of the Hearing

Commissioning Framew
ork. Continued stressin

g

the importance of focus
ing on the effects of

hearing care on meanin
gful communication and

engagement – I think th
at momentum continues

to build – albeit slowly.

Friday 12th February

Catch-up meeting with
Jay Jindal on professiona

l

development priorities.

Monday 15th February

Meeting with Chief Exe
cutive and Commercial

Director of EBS to clari
fy responsibilities and

address a number of iss
ues that had arisen –

largely as a result of con
fused ownership. This

was a helpful and produ
ctive meeting, where w

e

agreed to conduct a qua
rterly review of the

relationship, as well as id
entifying some importan

t

steps that could improv
e both cost effectivenes

s

and quality of the financ
ial management.

Tuesday 16th February

Lengthy conference call
with Meltwater who

provide the website new
sfeed, to agree how to

terminate their contract
. They believe we could

achieve more value from
the contract and I

agreed to review if they wished to make t
he

case, which they did sub
sequently follow up on.

Still to be fully resolved.

Wednesday 24th February

Operational meeting wi
th Chief Executive.

There are many project
s or work streams on

the go right now and time needed to be s
et

aside for decision makin
g and getting stuff done

.

One of the key pieces of
work is how to make the

most of new experience, skills and kn
owledge

that have grown within
council this year.

Thursday 25th February

Chief Executive at the f
irst meeting of the new

committees for Professi
onal Development

Delivery, and the Profes
sional Standards. The ke

y

agenda item for each of the meeting
s was to

agree the terms of refer
ence, membership and

main priorities for the c
oming months.

A everywhere possible
!
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Unfortunately, a major accident delayed my arrival, but the Delivery
meeting was ably managed by Jay Jindal and Andrew Coulter in my
absence. The professional standards meeting initiated the production
of a framework addressing all the areas for core standards, and this
in turn will lead to an action plan to ensure the Society assembles a
full suite of core standards to support members.

Monday 29th February
Chief Executive took part in conference call catch up with NCHA
to review key items for the Commissioning Framework.

Tuesday 1st March
Catch up call with Administrator Barbara Booth to review actions
from the professional development and practice standards committees.

Wednesday 2nd March
Congress conference call. Good news that the exhibition space is
now fully sold, and members already signed-up is now improving.

Thursday 3rd March
Chief Executive responded to HCPC on a fitness to practice
review matter.

Friday 4th March
Chief Executive and others at the BSHAA Development Day in
Manchester.

Saturday 5th March
President, Chief Executive and others at the BSHAA Development
Day in Stansted.

Friday 4th March
Took part in NICE Hearing Loss guideline scoping workshop.
NICE have been asked by DoH to consult on and write guidelines
for the clinical delivery of hearing care in NHS England. Some
good initial intent balanced with the concern that this will do little
to address the part of NHS audiology that is in crisis; the process
of delivery. Care will also need to be taken that this in some way
does not conflict with the work done on the commissioning
framework coming out of the Hearing Alliance.

Monday 7th March
With Chief Executive for the first meeting of BSHAA’s newly convened
Finance Committee. First job was to agree committee members,
roles and terms of reference. This will now be taken forward to
March council meeting. The committee will be charged with managing
the Society’s finances and ratifying council spending decisions.

Tuesday 8th March
Chief Executive had further catch up call with Barbara Booth to
review actions from the professional development and practice
standards committees.

Thursday 10th March
Attended a meeting of the Audiology Supplies Group. This special
interest group informs on the specification and evaluation of NHS
hearing aids. President is not there in a BSHAA capacity but still
interesting to note that the Society is talked about and viewed in a
positive light.

Friday 11th March
The Chief Executive presented a session at the UCL Masterclass
for about 20-30 students.

President presenting on behalf of ASG at BAA North East educational
meeting. A good day with a strong agenda for paediatric audiology.
My presentation was designed to help NHS clinicians understand
what ASG does and how it does it. A lot of interest in the discussions
around increasing pressures on NHS delivery.

Tuesday 15th March
BSHAA Congress Organising Group teleconference.

Wednesday 16th March
BSHAA Customer Care Scheme meeting.

Thursday 17th March
BSHAA Council Meeting. �

Taking the voice of BSHAA everywhere possible!

More about the activities of our CEO,

David Welbourn, and our President,

Peter Sydserff, in the next edition of BSHAA People.

recruitment advertising
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recruitment & classified advertising
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recruitment & classified advertising
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recruitment & classified advertising
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Last word
E

ight years ago I moved from South
Wales to the Moray Firth coast of
Scotland. Geographically, as my

friends and family verify, I am beyond the
back of beyond! If you look at the map of
Scotland, I am on the north facing east
coast half way between Inverness and
Fraserburgh. Why is this relevant to my
practice? It meant having to completely
alter the manner of my communication
with patients and how I care for them.

Reflective practice is something we all do
routinely and moving to the North has
helped me to seriously reflect on the needs
and challenges of working on the same
latitude as Norway which is definitely not
the same as working in South Wales or
London! We get very little snow on the
Moray coast but when we do it is
significant. However, just ten miles inland
travel is difficult particularly during January
to March.

That said it is not unusual for people to
drive four or five hours to get to my office.
I have patients on the most northern tip of
Scotland (beyond John O’Groats) and
others come from the Western Isles
(Skye, Lewis and Harris) or up from Fort
William and Spean Bridge.

So how do we manage? The simple answer
is via the internet. A lot of families have
relatives either working off-shore or in
other countries so are familiar with Skype
and Messenger. Adding Moray Hearing to
their list of contacts is nothing new or
scary. The baby boomers are happy using
technology. My eldest contact using Skype
is 86-years-old and living alone; it is her

main means of communication and she
loves it. That’s fine for reviews and/or
counselling – my tinnitus patients will
often consult remotely for reviews.

Although I never conduct any initial
assessments remotely our local GPs do,
even using Skype to examine sometimes.
For me it isn’t so good when you need to
fine tune and adjust settings on hearing
aids. Starkey offer the T2 facility – not
ideal but as a stop gap not bad. However
you have to remember that we have
sporadic mobile coverage so that’s not
really a viable option either.

Technology improves all the time, and as
audiologists we need to holistically
examine not just the hearing needs but
also other factors revolving around
communication. Lifestyles in the Highlands
are very different to further south.

Priorities are different wherever you
practice, so whatever the weather, location
or time of year it is essential to assess
needs from a holistic point of view. My
lifestyle has changed dramatically in the
last eight years and although it wouldn’t
suit everyone I can only reflect on my
practice, past and present, and claim that
changes have definitely been made for the
better. �

If you have a view you would like to share with other readers of BSHAA People

via Last Word, drop an email to editor@bshaa.com

AUDIOLOGIST,MORAYHEARINGCARE

> jo@morayhearing.co.uk

// JO

FARQUHAR
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